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Bolderfish Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Rob Smith is a washed-up Seattle real estate broker who
pretends to be a writer. Out of financial desperation, he accepts a job writing a travel article about a
small town in eastern Oregon called Elephant. When he goes there, he discovers that the
townspeople are relying on him to save their town. Stacy, the young stressed-out Chamber of
Commerce manager, does her best to highlight Elephant s strengths and hide its weaknesses.
Eighty-four-year-old hairdresser Gladys promotes Elephant s history and pines after her high school
beau, Gus, who hasn t spoken to her in 65 years. The beautiful Sarah helps run the local motel with
her family and works as the town s handyman. Gay millionaire and car collector Jonas has escaped
L.A. for the quiet life in Elephant, driving his classic Corvettes around town and observing the
goings-on with amusement. When Rob arrives to research his article, the citizens of Elephant are up
in arms over efforts to save the giant fiberglass elephant that looms over an abandoned gas station
and greets visitors as they enter town. Gladys and...
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Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the instant you complete looking at this
ebook.
-- Rocky Dach-- Rocky Dach

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am just happy to inform you that this is
actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilbert Rippin-- Gilbert Rippin
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